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In an important
meeting, watch the

man who smokes a pipe
He will say little. But when he speaks, he is heard and like as

not the decision will rest on the few remarks he makes. For

men respect the calm, quiet judgment of the pipe smoker.
Many such smokers, scores of thousands of them all around the

world, fill their pipes from the Edgeworth tin. For that famous
blue tin has earned the deep respectof all pipe smokers. Ask any ten
men, or any ten tobacco dealers what tobacco they consider the
finest on the market and don't be surprised if the majority say
Edgeworth.

For judged by any standard—judged by what goes into it, or
judged by the satisfaction and pleasure it gives to the pipe smoker,
Edgeworth is America's Finest Pipe Tobacco. What goes into it
isthe finest tobacco leaf grown in this countiy. Such leaf costsmore
to buy, just as a fine watch costs more, but it's worth what it costs.

When you judge Edgeworth in your pipe, you have the ultimate
test. It opens your eyes to the greatest smoking contentment there
is. For Edgeworth smokes cooler, gives you a flavor, mildness and
fragrance that make men call it "precious Edgeworth". In fact,
in some distant countries men gladly pay as much as 70^ for that
same famous blue tin that you can buy at your dealer's for 15^, so
you see smoking even the finest pipe tobacco costs very little.

Our Plan for Young Men W^ho Hanker to Smoke a Pipe
To give you veteran pipe smoking pleasure from the very first puff, we send
you our Edgeworth Sampler Kit Avith trial packets of the 3 styles of
Edgeworth. And, only to show you how grand Edgeworth is when smoked
in a pipe not saturated with for

eign flavors, Ave have included
a pipe, by Linkman, which has
been filled with Edgeworth and
smoked by machine four sepa
rate times—already "broken in"
—sweet and gentle from the

start. Then, for a personal touch,
your own signature or a gift
message is engraved in gold
color on the pipe stem. Complete
Kit, $1.00.

LARUS & BRO. Co., Dept. K
Richmond, Vo.

Enclosed please find 31.00 (In Can-
a<la 3i.50 Dnly I'atd) for yonr Edpe-
wnrth Sampler Kit . . . Opposire is
niv siitnarnre to f»i\ravr on the srem
of llii' l>ipe. ll'lease prtnt . Ic.u ly
y,,,,l n.une and .iililic.ss hehnv.)

Namf.
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SIGNATURE OR MESSAGE

t leute ti'ri'te your noniull iienature or „jr.ifler
.Irtp/v « il/m, f.r.ni .p,i,,. allotted
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State
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